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1.04 Viewpoints on religion and secularism (part 2) – Religion and others

BACKGROUND This can build on a primer or serve as the basis for an exploration of secularism 
and secularist views on religion and society. The stimulus involves six viewpoints 
on religion and society, along with an explanation of why they might be considered 
secularist or not. The exercise invites discussion on the range of views, and students’ 
own views.

Resource 1.03 and 1.04 are very similar – though 1.04 focuses on wider social 
aspects. They can be combined or used interchangeably.

SUBJECTS Politics | Religion & Belief Education | Citizenship | SMSC

KEY QUESTIONS • What is secularism?

• Who is a secularist?

• How do secularists think about decisions?

LEARNING 
OUTCOMES

Basic

Students should demonstrate they can:

• Understand and categorise a range of viewpoints related to secularism, drawing on 
basic principles.

• Express a viewpoint, compared and contrasted with the examples.

Advanced

• In addition to the basic learning outcomes, students should demonstrate they can:

• Critically reflect on a range of viewpoints related to secularism, drawing on basic 
principles and outside knowledge.

• Extrapolate how a range of viewpoints related to secularism might impact views on 
wider social issues.

LINKS Resource page: ExploringSecularism.org/104-viewpoints-on-religion-and-s

STIMULUS Stimulus #1 (Viewpoints)
a. “We’re a Christian country and have earned the privileges religion has. In a 

democracy, if most people want Christian services provided then why should non-
religious services be imposed? I like having prayers in school and at the start of 
meetings; if you don’t like them then don’t turn up.”

b. “It’s a problem when the government picks and chooses between religions. But as 
long as each religion is treated equally then why shouldn’t religion as a whole be 
promoted? Religious freedom means being able to practise your religion, so this 
should be supported by the state.”

c. “Religion might inform people’s personal values, but when we come together as a 
group to make decisions that affect all of us, decisions should be made based on 
reason and evidence, not just personal feelings. Otherwise what basis do we have 
to say your personal religious feelings should trump mine?”

d. “Religion is the only basis for morality and so should be the basis of our laws and 
decisions. If people don’t follow my religion it harms our society, which we all have 
an interest in preventing. If a law isn’t consistent with religion, then it can’t be 
moral and forcing people to follow immoral laws is wrong.”

e. “The only way to ensure no religion is treated more favourably than others is to 
completely ban religion from public life. If you want to be religious you should keep 
that in your home, along with any religious symbolism or claims. People guided by 
personal religious ideas have nothing to contribute.”

f. “Everyone should have the right to practise their personal religion or belief, but this 
should never be imposed on others. The government should stay out of people’s 
religious beliefs and shouldn’t support religious practices or beliefs. This requires 
the state and its services to be religiously neutral.”

http://ExploringSecularism.org/104-viewpoints-on-religion-and-s
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Stimulus #2 (Are the viewpoints secularist?)
a. This is a common objection to secularism; it mixes a majoritarian and traditional 

argument. Such approaches tend to be more favoured by groups in a privileged 
position.

b. This could be seen as a model of secularism, although it is generally outside 
the mainstream (for secularists). The problem with trying to treat all religions 
with equal state support is that religions are not homogeneous groups. Such 
approaches tend to give more power to religious leaders and to exclude the non-
religious.

c. This is a mainstream secularist position. Different secularists might interpret this 
differently.

d. This is almost the opposite of a secularist position, as they are advocating for all 
laws and decisions which affect others to be based on religion. Depending on how 
that is interpreted, it might be a democracy limited by religious rules or an outright 
theocracy.

e. This could be seen as an extreme form of secularism, so far outside any 
mainstream approach that most secularists wouldn’t recognise it as such. 
Secularists believe religion shouldn’t be privileged in public life (so shouldn’t 
play a formal role in public services or government) but don’t believe it should be 
restricted, except where necessary to protect other rights. Most secularists think 
people guided by religious, irreligious or non-religious personal beliefs contribute to 
society, but that decisions which affect the rights of others shouldn’t be based on 
religion or purely personal preferences.

f. This is a mainstream secularist position. Different secularists might interpret this 
differently.

EXERCISE • Review Stimulus #1 (Viewpoints). Use handouts or slide show.

• As a class, in groups or individually ask students to complete the first five 
questions.

• Q1. What do you think of this viewpoint (a–f)?

• Q2. Who do you think might hold this viewpoint (a–f)?

• Q3. Why (a–f)?

• Q4. Is this viewpoint (a–f) secularist or not?

• Q5. Why (a–f)?

• Ask students (individually or in groups) to sort the viewpoints into an order using 
whatever criteria they like. (The physical handouts might be better for this.) Then ask 
the next set of questions.

• Q6. Place the viewpoints in an order of your own choosing. Why did you put the 
viewpoints in this particular order?

• Q7. Do you think religion should influence the rights of others?

• Q8. Where would your view fit in the order you’ve created?

• If desired, review Stimulus #2 (Are the viewpoints secularist?) and invite feedback/
discussion.

TAKE IT FURTHER • Think of 3 questions to ask people that hold each of the 6 viewpoints.

• Script or act out a roleplay involving people holding two of the example viewpoints. 
They could be discussing a social issue or both be being interviewed about the role 
of religion in society.

• Find examples of historical, public or political figures who hold similar viewpoints.


